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Abstract
The artificial bone replacement material showed significantly higher retention forces than
actual bone samples. Trauma, cancer, ageing and genetic diseases, and tissue
reconstruction causes bone defects and bone lesions. Providing mechanical and
functional integrity is an important step for the bone regeneration. Using autogenic or
allogeneic bone grafts conventionally accelerates bone regeneration with minimal
autograft and allograft capital. While autogenous graft is considered the golden standard
in restoring bone defects, the harvest may impact patients. The aim of this study was to
elucidate the ability of a newly developed, high porosity unidirectional porous b-TCP
artificial bone to induce regeneration of bones. The capacity of a commercially available
b-TCP drug to cause bone regeneration was contrasted.Implantation in bony defects left
after fibula harvesting for spinal fusion surgery as well. Innovative biomaterials with
osteoinductive potential have emerged as candidates for bone repair since the discovery
of osteoinduction in the early 20th century. Recently, models of artificial protocell have
shown great potential for tissue regeneration. Hydroxyapatite (HAP) nanocrystallites of all
forms of bones are characterized by their ultrathine properties, which are uniaxially
aligned with fibrillar collagen to reveal the (100) faces in a special way. We speculate that
living organisms prefer the specific crystal morphology and HAP's orientation due to
interactions at the mineral-cell interface between cells and crystals. To investigate the
ultrathine mineral modulating effect on cell bioactivity and bone generation, bone-like
platy HAP (p-HAP) and two different rod-like HAPs have been synthesized here. The
platy HAP with (100) faces significantly promoted cell viability and osteogenic
differentiation of mesenchymal stem cells ( MSCs) as compared to rod-like HAPs with
(001) faces as the dominant crystal orientation, indicating that MSCs could recognize the
crystal face and prefer the (100) HAP faces.
Key words: Artificial bone, Osteo-conductivity, Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs),
Hydroxyapatite (HAP), Cell culture.
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Introduction
The recovery of bone deformities is a
significant and normal clinical issue
related with ailment including bone
misfortune
including
tumors,
contaminations, biochemical scatters and
unusual skeletal advancement just as
trauma. Since the disclosure of
osteoinduction in the mid twentieth
century, innovative biomaterials with
osteoinductive potential have developed
to defeat the weaknesses of autogenous
bone which has for some time been
considered as the highest quality level
for bone-joining methodology. Since first
showed in 1957, 12 fake protocell
models without a doubt share numerous
superb characters on minimality,
modularity and controllability. However,
the greater part of the detailed protocell
applications have been accounted for in
nonmedical zones. Because of their
capacity of mirroring certain phone
capacities in vitro, artificial protocells are
developing as expected up-and-comers
in the field of biotechnology. As of late,
strong particles settled Pickering
emulsions have been accounted for as a
protocell model for lodging coordinated
natural or biomimetic capacities that
show
higher
steadiness
against
combination,
lower
harmfulness,
eco-kind disposition, with the possibility
to prompt tissue recovery.1 Bone, the
essential help for vertebrates, is a
progressively organized natural inorganic
composite. At the nanoscale, a variety of
hydroxyapatite (HAP, P63/m) precious
stones install into a collagen framework
to shape biomineralized collagen fibrils,
which are the fundamental structure
hinder for practically all bone. There is a
close connection between oneself
amassed fibrillar collagen lattice and the
uniaxially arranged, nanometer-sized,
platy HAP gems, which furnish hard
tissues with exceptional mechanical
properties and redesigning capacities.
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Numerous
examinations
have
concentrated
on
the
mechanical
properties of HAP platelets in the
assurance of the fragile mineral stage in
bone. However, little is thought about the
bioactive impacts of ultrathin, platy HAP.
Emulating the arrangement of common
hard tissues fundamentally adds to the
assurance of the natural elements of
ultrathin HAP platelets in bone and of
whether cells can perceive the
crystallographic
directions
of
a
biomineral. It has been reported that
HAP can adsorb different proteins and
that adsorptions are much of the time
anisotropic on various precious stone
appearances. For instance, amelogenin,
a vital protein in the age of dental
tissue.2 Undifferentiated cells hold
incredible guarantee as a brilliant
restorative hotspot for mending various
tissue wounds on account of their high
proliferation rate and wide separation
potential. In particular, stem cell
treatment
has
gotten
significant
consideration for the treatment of
craniofacial bone imperfections emerging
from horrendous injury, tumor resection,
and intrinsic abnormality as an
alternative approach to autogenous bone
joining, which includes benefactor site
morbidity, constrained accessibility, and
loss of bone stock.3 Implantable
frameworks mirroring the diverse
physicochemical
qualities
of
the
extracellular matrix (ECM) in local bone
lattice
have
been
created
for
undifferentiated organism transplantation
as a custom fitted micro environment to
coordinate
the
ideal
osteogenic
reactions. Be that as it may, current
methodologies for the building of bone
develops neglect to restate the dynamic
administrative highlights of bone turn of
events and homeostatic upkeep,
confining their clinical results particularly
in the fix of enormous craniofacial bone
defects that include a threatening
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ischemic condition. Here, a clingy
bone-explicit counterfeit ECM (aECM)
was proposed as a bioengineered bone
specialty equipped for recovering
completely practical bone tissue. In the
field of oral and maxillofacial medical
procedure, major bony imperfections are
reproduced utilizing bone joining with
microvascular anastomosis. In view of
the size of the imperfections and the
usefulness to be reestablished, bone
unions are basically gathered from the
iliac peak. A crucial essential for an
untroubled, stage-balanced recuperating
process for the transplanted bone is
adequate essential steadiness in the
imperfection
territory.
Different
frameworks of osteo union plates
alongside screws of various geometries
are accessible for obsession. Various
biomechanical preliminaries on diversely
reproduced mandibular deformities
present proof of the impact of
osteo-synthesis plate structure on the
essential steadiness of the transplant.4
Likewise, coral fake bone has moderate
biodegradation of the deformities,
upsetting the development of new bone.
So as to investigate the common coral
fake bone substitute materials, this work
proposed utilizing Selective Laser
Sintering (SLS) to manufacture normal
calcium carbonate/biopolymer composite
impersonation
coral
permeable
structures, and afterward the outside of
the 3D printing item was changed into a
hydroxyapatite slender layer by aqueous
transformation
response.
The
mechanical properties and porosity were
streamlined by modifying the SLS
preparing boundaries including laser
power, examining pace and layer
For
certain
clinical
thickness.5
applications, it is exceptionally alluring
for a framework with quick new bone
development and matchable resorption
rate. Macroporous platforms can be set
up by regular methodologies including
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sintering, fiber holding, dissolvable
throwing and particulate filtering, film
overlay, soften trim and gas frothing. In
any case, these procedures may be
constrained by such downsides as high
sintering temperature, low mechanical
quality, long manufacture periods, poor
repeatability, work force, inadequate
expulsion of residuals in the polymer
grid, unpredictably formed pores and
deficient interconnectivity of pores. Bone
deformities can be loaded up with
autografts, allografts and counterfeit
bone-materials. The point of this
examination was to assess whether the
digitization of realized deformity models
with a route framework is a dependable
estimation strategy for evaluating the
size of a bone imperfection. Bone
deformities regularly have a multifactorial
beginning. Particularly when evacuating
bone tumors, in cranio-maxillofacial
intercessions and in amendment
absolute
hip
arthroplasties
bone
imperfections can be produced, that in
this way may require treatment. Bone
uniting is a careful method to top off
bone deformities by supplanting it with
autogenous, allogenous or counterfeit
bone-material. Autografts are being
utilized due to their osteoinductive
nature, their histocompatibility and the
absence of transmission dangers for viral
or bacterial malady.6 One burr gap
medical procedure is a typical treatment
methodology for introductory constant
subdural hematoma and stereotactic
hematoma medical procedure, however
serious skin melancholies are regularly
an intricacy after medical procedure. A
few creators have revealed the utilization
of
hydroxyapatite,
acrylic
tars,
polyethylene,
and
earthenware
production for one burr opening defects.
However, these may actuate an outside
body response and are helpless against
Bone
nearby
contamination.7
imperfections
regularly
have
a
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multifactorial beginning. Particularly
when evacuating bone tumors, in
cranio-maxillofacial intercessions and in
amendment complete hip arthroplasties
bone imperfections can be created, that
in this way may require treatment. Bone
uniting is a careful method to top off
bone imperfections by supplanting it with
autogenous, allogenous or on the other
hand fake bone-material. Autografts are
being utilized in view of their
osteoinductive
nature,
their
histocompatibility and the absence of
transmission dangers for viral or bacterial
sickness. Hindrances incorporate the
constrained
quality or amount of expendable bone,
high paces of contributor site grimness
and related blood misfortune.
Injectable hydrogel frameworks are
significant bone substitutes for recovery
because of dealing with properties and
the capacity to fill unpredictable
imperfections.
Silk-hydroxyapatite
composite materials with silk nanofibers
in hydrogels were arranged and utilized
as biomaterials for osteogenesis. These
thixotropic silk nanofiber hydrogels and
water dispersible silk-HA nanoparticles
were mixed to shape injectable
nanoscale
frameworks
with
a
homogeneous circulation of a high HA
content (60 % w/w) to copy bone
specialty. A modulus of around 21 kPa
was additionally accomplished after the
option of HAP in the frameworks, giving
physical
signs
to
incite
osteodifferentiation. The composite
hydrogels upheld improved osteogenesis
contrasted with silk nanofiber hydrogels.
The recently shaped bone tissue and
bone imperfection recuperating were
recognized after implantation of the
silk-HA composite hydrogels, proposing
utility for the recovery of unpredictable
bone deformities.8
The new composite biomaterial produced
using hydroxyapatite and collagen
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conjugated with hyaluronic corrosive has
been
considered.
The
structure
assessment of the composite indicated
progressively thick course of action
because of the development of
collagen-hyaluronic corrosive conjugate,
and particles of inorganic segment are
firmly moored in the structure.
Mechanical properties and model
expanding of this composite are
contrasted
and
properties
of
hydroxyapatite - collagen composite of
comparative material without hyaluronic
corrosive. Higher cohesivity of the new
biomaterial
can
give
additional
opportunities for application as bone
embed material. The trial of contact
cytotoxicity demonstrated a generally
excellent
biocompatibility
of
the
biomaterial. In ongoing years, we have
consistently been resolved to accomplish
a PC helped insignificantly intrusive and
preoperative arranging framework for
bone crack medical procedure. This
framework permits specialists to get the
intrigued material preoperatively: building
the surface models from CT picture
information of the cracked bones;
adjusting the messed up bones by 3D
enlistment calculation; pre-twisting the
plate for the enrolled long bone. The
fundamental
geometric
boundaries
(length, point) of the pre-bowed plate can
be accommodated the specialists (even,
by an uncommon gear later on, the
customized inside obsession plate can
be produced straightforwardly). With this
framework, the careful activity time can
be abbreviated; the measure of draining
can be diminished; the injury disease
rate can be decreased.9
Experimental section
Preparation of HAP Films:
Films of t-, n-and p-HAP were gotten by
gradually covering coverslips (distance
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across = 15 mm) with 5 mg mL-1
arrangements (150 µL) of HAP in ethanol
at room temperature. Before the in vitro
measures, all the films were disinfected
for the time being under bright germicidal
lights. The film tests were inspected by
field emanation checking electron
microscopy (FESEM, Utral 55, CorlzeisD,
Germany, worked at 5 KV), film X-beam
diffraction
(XRD,
X'Pert
PRO,
PANalytical, Netherlands ; Cu-Kα
radiation, λ=1.5416 A, filter venture of
0.02 in 2θ from 10° to 60°) and AFM
(Nano IVa, Veeco, USA; examine size, 5
µm; filter rate, 0.7978 Hz). Bone
substitutes
including
titanium
composites, magnesium amalgams and
hardened steel have been generally
used to supplant harmed bones because
of
their
astounding
mechanical
properties. Nonetheless, the mechanical
confuse between these substitutes and
the encompassing bones as a rule bring
about the weakness of the fix toward
typical bone. The absence of tissue
adherence and the aggregation of
eroded metal particles additionally stay
as difficulties for better useful
recuperation. The biomineralization of
hydroxyapatite (HAP) on silk nanofiber
surface was investigated to make
natural/inorganic composite platform for
bone tissue building. The permeable silk
nanofibers grid was set up by
electrospinning
utilizing
methanol
coagulation shower as a gatherer and
the affidavit and covering of HA precious
stones
were
continued
through
biomineralization process by submerging
the nanofibers in multiple times
concentratedreproduced body liquid.
Hydroxyapatite (HA) is a significant part
of bone tissue what's more, it very well
may be kept on the outside of grid
through the biomineralization procedure
for bone arrangement. At the point when
the HAP is applied onto harmed zones of
unresolved issues bone recovery, the
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restrictions that happen with applying the
HA
straightforwardly
on
bones
incorporate poor mechanical properties,
for example, low effect quality and
fragility. Inorganic HA itself is additionally
hard to create or shape into explicit
shapes or frames and accordingly it can't
be straightforwardly applied as a bone
substitute. Other than HAP, an
assortment of earthenware materials
have been concentrated as fake embed
materials for bone recovery in view of
their high restricting liking to bones.1 For
the situation of metal inserts, covering
the surface with bioactive HAP has
detailed better execution in bone
remaking however they are hard to
manufacture into specific shapes and
sizes.10
Preparation and characterization of
biphasic calcium phosphate (BCP)
particles:
All of the chemical reagents of
systematic evaluation were bought from
Sinopharm Chemical Reagents (China).
BCP particles were combined by a wet
substance precipitation strategy. The
water contact point was estimated with a
2-µl bead of refined water on the outside
of compacted tablet of particles at
encompassing temperature with a
JC2000D1 optical contact point meter
(Shanghai zhongchen Technology Co.,
China). The normal contact edge esteem
was gotten by estimating the example at
four distinct positions, and the pictures
were caught with a computerized
camera. The hydrophobicity of the
particles estimated by water bead
demonstrated a contact edge of
31°.Hydroxyapatite (HAP) has been
utilized clinically for a long time. It has
great biocompatibility in bone contact as
its substance synthesis is like that of
bone
material.
Permeable
HA
earthenware production has discovered
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gigantic use in biomedical applications
including bone tissue recovery, cell
expansion, and medication conveyance.
In bone tissue designing it has been
applied as filling material for bone
deformities and enlargement, counterfeit
bone join material, and prosthesis
modification medical procedure. Its high
surface zone prompts magnificent
osteoconductivity and resorbability giving
quick bone ingrowth. Permeable HA can
be created by various strategies
including transformation of common
bones, clay frothing procedure, polymeric
wipe strategy, gel throwing of froths,
starch
combination,
microwave
preparing,
slip
throwing
and
electrophoretic statement method.11
Preparation of chimeric MAP-based
bone-specific ECM:
To investigate the surface morphology of
the collagen wipes after the covering
method, the air-dried examples were
seen during an examining electron
microscopy. To investigate the solidness
of each MAP covering, the sum
ofretained proteins on collagen wipes
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was dictated by estimating the measure
of discharged proteins by means of
Bradford examine. The MAP-covered
collagen wipes were brooded in PBS at
37 C for6 weeks and the PBS
arrangement containing discharged
proteins was gathered at regular
intervals. Hydroxyapatite (HA) is a
significant part of bone tissue and it very
well may be kept on the outside of lattice
through the biomineralization procedure
for bone development. At the point when
the HAP is applied onto harmed zones of
unresolved issues bone recovery, the
restrictions that happen with applying the
HAP legitimately on bones incorporate
poor mechanical properties, for example,
low effect quality and fragility. Inorganic
HAP itself is likewise hard to create or
form into explicit shapes or frames and in
this way it can't be straightforwardly
applied as a bone substitute. Other than
HA, an assortment of clay materials have
been concentrated as fake embed
materials for bone recovery as a result of
their high restricting fondness to
bones.12 Figure 01 represents stem
cells for aECM.

Figure 01: Chimeric MAP-based bone-specific aECM. (a) Schematic illustration of the
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stem cell-mediated bone healing process within MAP-based bone-specific aECM. (b) SEM
image of the bare collagen sponge (left) and fluorescence images of MAP- and
MAP-RB-coated collagen sponges (right). For visualization, FITC-labeled MAP and
MAP-RB were used to coat the collagen sponges.

In this examination, we proposed
bioengineered MAP-based bone-explicit
aECM as a foundational microorganism
helpful stage that impersonates the
physiochemical properties of a local
bone framework to support craniofacial
bone mending. The straightforward
double covering of two illusory MAPs
altogether improved in vitro osteogenic
cell behaviors via the compelling
presentation of integrin-restricting RGD
and osteoinductive BMP-2 peptides and
their synergistic impacts in a grid bound
manner. Our discoveries feature that the
implantation of ADSC-laden MAP-RB
covered collagen wipe fills in as a
remedial source to astoundingly quicken
bone
recovery
through
intra-membranous
hardening
by
summarizing the morphological features
and natural elements of a bone organ in
a rodent calvarial defect in vivo. Bone
tissue building is an interdisciplinary field
where the standards of designing are
applied on bone-related biochemical
responses.
Frameworks, cells, development factors,
and
their
interrelation
in
microenvironment are the significant
worries in bone tissue building. Among
numerous other options, electrospinning
is a promising and flexible method that is
utilized to create polymer sinewy
platforms for bone tissue building
applications. Copolymerization and
polymer mixing is a promising key path in
reason for getting synergistic and added
substance
impact
accomplished

from either polymer. In this audit, we sum
up the fundamental science of bone,
guideline of electrospinning, and
polymers that are utilized in bone tissue
designing. Specific consideration will be
given on biomechanical properties and
natural exercises of these electrospun
filaments. The manufacturing of artificial
bone graftscan potentially circumvent the
issues associated with current bone
grafting treatments for critical-size bone
defects
caused
by
pathological
disorders, trauma or massive tumour
ablation.13
Osteogenic capability in vitro:
So as to show the osteogenic capacity of
fake proto-osteocells in vitro, we
previously affirmed that proto-osteocells
were not harmful to pre-osteoblast cell
line MC3T3-E1 by hatching the cells
along
with
BCP
particles
or
proto-osteocells (Figure S4A, Supporting
Information). Phalloidine recoloring of
seeded cells indicated that phones
develop well and spread around the
proto-osteocells.
Ectopic bone formation in vivo:
To test the osteoinductive capacity of
proto osteocells in vivo, we chose the
generally proposed ectopic bone
arrangement model by straightforwardly
infusing fake proto-osteocells into the
femoris of Kunming mice. Figure 02
shows cell culture with experimental
procedures.
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Figure 02: Diagram illustrating the experimental procedure

Cell Differentiation on HAP Films:
The osteogenic separation of MSCs was
assessed
by
estimating
basic
phosphatase (ALP) movement. The
MSCs were seeded onto HAP films in
24-well plates at a thickness of 8×106
cells per well for 4 days. At that point, the
cells were refined with an osteogenic
enlistment supplement (OS) for 7, 12 and
14 days. MSCs refined on glass without
the OS were utilized as a negative
control, while MSCs refined on glass with
the OS were utilized as a positive
control. Coral structure is reminded to be
well on the way to trabecular bone
mirroring structure. Aqueous change has
Aqueous change has stayed to be one

approach to change over calcium
carbonate (CC) to calcium phosphate
skeleton 5. This procedure would at
present hold the permeable structure and
biocompatibility, which granted a higher
biodegradation. Be that as it may, coral
is a jeopardize species and has been
restricted from mining. Moreover, coral
counterfeit bone has a moderate
biodegradation of the imperfections,
preventing the development of new
bone. Thus, new biomaterials, for
example, cuttlefish bone have been
researched to replace coral. Figure 03
indicates Characteristics of different HAP
films and SEM images show different
features.

Figure 03: Characteristics of different HAP films. The SEM images show different features
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Tissues after orthopedic reconstructive
Surgery (Artificial Joint Implants):
Update
medical
procedure
after
disappointments of joint substitutions
prompts histological examinations on
joint and bone tissues near the
embedded material. Aseptic slackening
is the fundamental inconvenience. The
careful pathologist needs to distinguish
wear flotsam and jetsam (metal,
polyethylene, polymethyl methacrylate,
essentially) which advances a histiocytic
granuloma.
Some
surgeries,
for
example,
cup
or
reemerging
arthroplasties make another articular
surface and a bone rebuilding or
corruption. Established joint prostheses
show different layer structures among
bone and the concrete mantle while
there is a relationship of bone resorption
and arrangement. Non-established,
permeable covered joint prostheses
prompt minimal bone ingrowth, even in
agreeable clinical outcomes. Mechanical
elements are overwhelming in huge
appendage prostheses. For silicone
elastomer inserts or counterfeit tendons,
wear of material advances numerous
tissular responses. Regularly utilized
bone unions show small sneaking
replacement process if there should be
an occurrence of homografts, even all
around consolidated on X-rays. More
recovery
example
considers
are
important to outline exact geographical
histological
sores,
including
non-extricated joint inserts. acrylic
prostheses, Teflon, polyester or poly
formaldehyde gadgets. Wear of Teflon
material inspires enormous particles;
caseous material is the aftereffect of rot
including the outside body granuloma 36.
Acrylic prostheses instigate sheets of
cells brimming with lipid loaded material
P6, 139. Wear of polyester or
polyformaldehyde-made inserts gives
ascent of particles which are a lackluster

and firmly material.
Morphological angles and adaption of the
embed
bed
were
altogether
contemplated years prior on recovery
examples. On beginning depictions of
Charnley, in non-slackened cases,
bone-concrete interface had a variable
structure: layer of sinewy tissue or direct
contact among concrete and bone or
fibrocartilage. Great clinical outcomes
were at that point related with barely any
bearing focuses among concrete and
bone. Last reports gave more data on
the tissular harm and adaption portraying
three
progressive
arrangements:
implantation stage with rot, recovery with
bone rebuilding, adjustment with bone
adjustment.
Monstrous Limbs are utilized as a rescue
methodology for bombed all out hip or
knee prostheses, yet chiefly for
recreation after bone tumor resection,
Medullary reaming suggests devastation
of a piece of the vascularization,
redeveloping bone vascular gracefully
and the greater part of all, rebuilding of
bone, which relies upon load adaptative
arrangement or stress protection.13
Analysis of recovery examples in
clinically stable prostheses has as of late
been accounted for.14
Results
Surgery on subject experiment:
A part of the center 33% of the fibula was
collected by means of an immediate
horizontal entry point. After cautious ID
and insurance of the shallow peroneal
nerve and its branches just as the
encompassing delicate tissues, a smaller
scale wavering saw was utilized for
fibular osteotomy from underneath the
periosteum. The quantity of vertebral
bodies that were resected decided the
length of the fibular join. The b-TCP
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chamber squares were cut and shaped
utilizing a bone document to guarantee
legitimate filling of the hard deformity.
Affinos was inserted in the imperfection
with the pores adjusted corresponding to
the fibula pivot. The periosteum was then
fixed however much as could be
expected, and the bone deformities
loaded up with b-TCP were secured with
encompassing muscle tissues. Patients
were permitted to hold up under full
weight step by step as indicated by their
torment levels. The motivation behind
fibula reproduction is to diminish
benefactor site dismalness, especially
useful shortfalls. One impediment of this
examination is that we were unable to
affirm whether recovery that happened
subsequent to embedding b-TCP into a
bone imperfection associated with useful
result. In spite of the fact that the clinical
effect of recovery at fibula imperfection
destinations advanced by embedding
b-TCP materials is hazy, the specialist
ought to painstakingly consider the
dreariness of fibular gathering and
endeavor methodologies that improve
recovery of bone deformities while
holding
biomechanical
work
.15
Autologous, allogeneic, and counterfeit
bones are clinically applied as join
materials for bone remaking, with each
having their own points of interest and
drawbacks. Albeit fake bones with
different shapes are at present
accessible, an item with a morphology
that might be unreservedly changed by
administrators has not yet been created.
In the current examination, we built up a
full specially designed counterfeit bone
and applied it to frame the maxillofacial
locale. We in this report treatment
results.
A counterfeit bone was set up on a
3-dimensional strong model, and
information of its shape was gathered on
CT. A full uniquely designed counterfeit
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polysaccharide relieving arrangement
and the ink-stream powder-overlaying
gadget.

Figure 04:
Placement of b-TCP
implant. The direction of the pores in
the implant was parallel to the long
axis of the fibula

Figure 05: Use of radiographs to
assess fibula in different stages of
growth
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Discussion and future direction
In this research, the first goal of
implantation of an artificial bone is to save
life and also utmost aim is to protect subject
from bone cancer and osteoporosis. The
damaged bone again turns into functional
bone through bone tissue engineering. The
main purpose is to establish artificial bone
for long time durability like 40-45 years
performance with patient’s flexibility. Further
research is needed for the management of
bone cancer and osteoporosis through
bone tissue engineering.
Conclusion
At present , more and more research is
going on for proper human compatible
and more flexible surgery with artificial
bone so that patients can be feel better
in future at patient’s daily life.
Meningioma,
osteoporosis,
bone
accidental case and fracture are more
suitable for bone replacement with
artificial bone and placement. An
autologous bone is an excellent site for
bone recovery despite defects in the
skull. However, two-step treatment,
including craniectomy and cranioplasty,
is the main strategy for stabilizing
intracranial pressure in clinical practice,
but still remains a huge obstacle in both
preserving auto-bone fragments and
protecting exposited brain tissue. In this
research we can find a bone tissue
engineering technology through cell
culture and the main suitable benefit of
this novel research is to establish the
artificial bone by natural way. Thus it will
create future patent’s flexibility and
sustainability in long time.
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